Molecular therapy of primary hyperoxaluria.
During the last few decades, the molecular understanding of the mechanisms involved in primary hyperoxalurias (PHs) has set the stage for novel therapeutic approaches. The availability of PH mouse models has facilitated preclinical studies testing innovative treatments. PHs are autosomal recessive diseases where the enzymatic deficit plays a central pathogenic role. Thus, molecular therapies aimed at restoring such deficit or limiting the consequences of the metabolic derangement could be envisioned, keeping in mind the specific challenges posed by the cell-autonomous nature of the deficiency. Various molecular approaches like enzyme replacement, substrate reduction, pharmacologic chaperones, and gene and cell therapies have been explored in cells and mouse models of disease. Some of these proof-of-concept studies have paved the way to current clinical trials on PH type 1, raising hopes that much needed treatments will become available for this severe inborn error of metabolism.